
Up to
(kg)

Belgium Netherlands France Germany
United 

Kingdom

Luxembourg, 
Ireland, 

Switzerland, 
Norway & 

Rest of the EU

Corsica 
Turkey &
Rest of 
Europe

Rest of the 
World

1 €14.64 €16.79 €16.79 €16.92 €19.99 €17.94 €30.89 €39.84
2 €14.64 €17.16 €17.84 €18.79 €19.99 €25.78 €43.56 €62.40
3 €14.64 €17.16 €17.84 €18.79 €19.99 €27.80 €56.24 €79.82
4 €14.64 €17.16 €17.84 €18.79 €19.99 €27.80 €60.59 €79.82
5 €14.64 €17.16 €17.84 €18.79 €19.99 €27.80 €60.59 €79.82

10 €16.07 €18.86 €19.77 €20.65 €21.93 €35.74 €67.19 €94.06
15 €18.40 €21.18 €22.11 €22.99 €24.37 €42.07 €80.94 €141.78
20 €21.31 €24.10 €25.04 €25.91 €27.40 €50.00 €98.13 €201.45
25 €24.22 €27.03 €27.96 €28.83 €30.44 €57.94 €115.32 €261.11
30 €27.13 €29.95 €30.88 €31.75 €33.48 €65.87 €132.51 €320.77
35 €40.63 €43.69 €47.97 €48.98 €50.89 €88.26 €162.84 €403.68
40 €44.36 €47.54 €51.96 €52.97 €55.45 €96.22 €173.01 €451.18
45 €48.08 €51.39 €55.95 €56.96 €60.02 €104.18 €183.17 €498.67
50 €51.81 €55.25 €59.94 €60.95 €64.58 €112.14 €193.34 €546.17
55 €55.53 €59.10 €63.93 €64.94 €69.15 €120.09 €203.50 €593.66
60 €59.26 €62.95 €67.92 €68.93 €73.72 €128.05 €213.67 €641.16
65 €62.99 €66.80 €71.91 €72.92 €78.28 €136.01 €223.84 €688.65
70 €66.71 €70.66 €75.90 €76.91 €82.85 €143.97 €234.00 €736.15
75 €70.44 €74.51 €79.89 €80.90 €87.41 €151.93 €244.17 €783.64
80 €74.16 €78.36 €83.88 €84.89 €91.98 €159.88 €254.33 €831.14
85 €77.89 €82.21 €87.87 €88.88 €96.54 €167.84 €264.50 €878.63
90 €81.62 €86.07 €91.86 €92.87 €101.11 €175.80 €274.67 €926.13
95 €85.34 €89.92 €95.85 €96.86 €105.67 €183.76 €284.83 €973.62

100 €89.07 €93.77 €99.84 €100.86 €110.24 €191.72 €295.00 €1,021.12
105 €92.79 €97.62 €103.83 €104.85 €114.80 €199.67 €305.16 €1,068.61
110 €96.52 €101.48 €107.82 €108.84 €119.37 €207.63 €315.33 €1,116.11
115 €100.48 €105.81 €111.56 €113.46 €124.56 €208.78 €330.00 €1,182.95
120 €104.21 €109.71 €113.59 €117.47 €129.15 €216.20 €340.45 €1,231.72
125 €107.93 €113.59 €114.72 €121.47 €133.73 €223.61 €350.89 €1,280.49
130 €111.03 €116.70 €118.70 €125.45 €137.72 €231.23 €361.65 €1,330.57
135 €114.14 €119.82 €122.68 €129.43 €141.71 €238.86 €372.42 €1,380.66
140 €117.24 €122.94 €126.66 €133.41 €145.71 €246.48 €383.18 €1,430.74
145 €120.35 €126.05 €130.64 €137.39 €149.70 €254.10 €393.94 €1,480.82
150 €123.45 €129.17 €134.62 €141.37 €153.69 €261.73 €404.71 €1,530.90
155 €126.56 €132.28 €138.60 €145.35 €157.68 €269.35 €415.47 €1,580.99
160 €129.66 €135.40 €142.58 €149.33 €161.67 €276.98 €426.24 €1,631.07
165 €132.77 €138.52 €146.56 €153.31 €165.66 €284.60 €437.00 €1,681.15
170 €135.87 €141.63 €150.54 €157.29 €169.65 €292.23 €447.76 €1,731.23
175 €138.98 €144.75 €154.51 €161.26 €173.64 €299.85 €458.53 €1,781.32
180 €142.08 €147.87 €158.49 €165.24 €177.63 €307.48 €469.29 €1,831.40
185 €145.19 €150.98 €162.47 €169.22 €181.62 €315.10 €480.06 €1,881.48
190 €148.29 €154.10 €166.45 €173.20 €185.61 €322.72 €490.82 €1,931.56
195 €151.40 €157.22 €170.43 €177.18 €189.60 €330.35 €501.58 €1,981.65
200 €154.50 €160.33 €174.41 €181.16 €193.59 €337.97 €512.35 €2,031.73
225 €170.52 €176.99 €192.02 €199.66 €214.20 €375.38 €565.07 €2,277.99
250 €186.54 €193.65 €209.63 €218.16 €234.81 €412.79 €617.79 €2,524.25
275 €202.56 €210.31 €227.24 €236.66 €255.42 €450.20 €670.51 €2,770.51
300 €218.58 €226.97 €244.85 €255.16 €276.03 €487.61 €723.23 €3,016.77
325 €234.60 €243.63 €262.46 €273.66 €296.64 €525.02 €775.95 €3,263.03
350 €250.62 €260.29 €280.07 €292.16 €317.25 €562.43 €828.67 €3,509.29
375 €266.64 €276.95 €297.68 €310.66 €337.86 €599.84 €881.39 €3,755.55
400 €282.66 €293.61 €315.29 €329.16 €358.47 €637.25 €934.11 €4,001.81
425 €298.68 €310.27 €332.90 €347.66 €379.08 €674.66 €986.83 €4,248.07
450 €314.70 €326.93 €350.51 €366.16 €399.69 €712.07 €1,039.55 €4,494.33
475 €330.72 €343.59 €368.12 €384.66 €420.30 €749.48 €1,092.27 €4,740.59
500 €346.74 €360.25 €385.73 €403.16 €440.91 €786.89 €1,144.99 €4,986.85
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